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What's new in the 8x8 Contact Center 9.5 release?

In this release, we have introduced a few enhancements and fixed many bugs:

n Improved Test Queue and Forward to Queue: Our scripts can now provide in-queue treatments, checking the
perspective of a call in-queue, such as the caller’s position and how long it has been waiting in the queue. We can
also check the agent's availability in the queue at a more granular level in both Test Queue and Forward to Queue
objects.

n Improved Broadcasting: Agents now receive an improved broadcasting message informing them of a platform
switch. In addition to the notification message, a red alert bar also shows up at the top of the Control Panel alerting
agents and reminding them to exhaust the interactions waiting in the queue. Agents are required to log out and log
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back in as theymay experience some instability during the platform switch.

n Enhanced Edit and View inside scripts: The new enhancement adds double-click capability inside a script.
This enhancement provides a quick way to view the object's details without opening it in the edit mode.
To edit the object, click edit inside the View details window, or click the edit link next to the object inside the script.
This enhancement applies to all scripts including phone, email, and chat.
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n Ability to generate PDF images for scripts: You can now generate a PDF image of the script in a printable
format and save it locally. It gives developers the ability and flexibility to review and design the script at a later time.

n Ability to save agent preferences on server: Agents can now save their preferred settings and options such as
their last selected tabs in Monitoring, pop-up chat and FAQ window size, their favorites and recents tabs, etc.on
the server and access them on a different computer or browser. Prior to this enhancement, agents were able to
save their preferences on their profiles and access them at the browser level only.

n Allow agents to change display name: This new improvement allows agents to present themselves with a
customized display name. The agent's display name appears on the 8x8 Agent Console's Control Panel, Profile
page, chat window, and CRM case created after a chat session. The new feature ensures agents privacy and helps
them save time and effort to introduce themselves to customers every time they start a new chat. The display
name can be modified by the 8x8 Contact Center administrator in the 8x8 Configuration Manager, or if enabled, by
the agents in 8x8 Agent Console. The changes immediately appear in both applications.
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n Added Co-browsing events to the Streaming API: We have now added Co-browsing events to the Streaming
API (SAPI). With the new enhancement, developers can accessmore information regarding an agent's Co-
browsing session in SAPI, such as agent ID, the URL used for Co-browsing, browser type, and the customer's
screen resolution. This feature is enabled by default and is available to developers who are subscribed to SAPI.
The information can help managers find out answers, such as whether an agent has offered help to customers via
Co-browsing, and whether the Co-browsing session helped reduce the time to resolve customer’s issue.
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Improved Test Queue and Forward to Queue

If your contact center handles high call volume, you may want to check the status of agents serving the queues. Are
they logged in and available to take calls or have they logged out or on break? This helps improve calling experience for
your callers. We have now introduced improved parameters that helps checking the condition of a call queue.

The Test Queue object in our scripts tests the condition of a queue before a call enters the queue. With the new
improvements, scripts provides in-queue treatments, checking the perspective of a call in-queue, such as the caller’s
position in the queue and how long it has been waiting in the queue. Sometimes callers prefer to know their status to
decide if they want to wait longer, leave a voice message, or request a call back. A message can also be announced to
the caller at specific intervals. The current call improvement applies to Test Queues only.

Both the Test Queue and Forward to Queue objects in the scripts check the agent's availability at a more granular level
and decide if a call should enter that queue, sent to a voicemail, or forwarded to another queue. For example, a call
enters a queue if the test queue shows agents are logged in and available to take the calls and/or and busy handling
another call. But the call is sent to a voicemail or another queue if the agents of a queue are offline, on break, or not
logged in.

Benefits
n Tracks howmuch help is available before forwarding a call to a queue.

n Checks whether the agents are available, busy, offline, on break, or logged out.

n Adds a call-in-queue perspective, and that how long a call has been waiting in the queue. This applies to Test
Queue only.

n Provides queue visibility to the callers; helps them decide their next action, prevents callers' frustration, and
provides better user experience.

Case Study
To understand the usability of In-queue treatments and enhancements, let's look at the call flow requirements for
AcmeHealth Clinic, a fictitious health clinic. AcmeHealth wants to ensure best calling experience for their callers at all
times. When the clinic is experiencing high call volume, callers to AcmeHealth can be informed of their queue position
and an approximate waiting time before being served. By introducing test queues in scripts to check the condition of the
queue, you can inform a caller their position in the queue and how long they should wait to be served by a
representative. For example: there are 10 more callers ahead of you. Your approximate waiting time is eight minutes.
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You can end the call now and we will call you back, or you can continue to wait in the queue. The clinic checks if they
have sufficient number of care representatives logged in to serve the callers.
Test Condition of Queue

You can insert Test Condition of Queue object anywhere in the IVR tree. The test queue has two exit points: condition
matched or condition not matched. When the test conditions are met, the next set of actions are triggered in IVR.

The test queue checks if there are no agents logged into the tenant. If the condition matches, plays an emergency
closure message and terminates the call. If the condition does not match indicating agents are logged in, the next test
queue triggers checking if the logged in agents are available, available and busy, and so on.

To test the condition of a queue:

1. Log in to 8x8 Configuration Manager.

2. Go to Scripts and click to add a new Script.

3. In theMain IVR, click add to insert an object.

4. Select Test Condition of Queue and enter anObject tag.

5. ForQueue Conditions, select one or more options below. We now provide more granularity for agents status,
not just available or logged in. The following options are presented when you enable There are NO agents:

n Available

n Available or busy: (new option)

n Available, busy, or working offline: (new option)
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n Available, busy, working offline, or on break: (new option)

n Logged in: (assigned but may not be enabled)

To evaluate the condition of a selected queue and then route the call based on the test results of that
performance, perform one or all of the following tests:

n The number of calls waiting ahead of this call is greater than -----.
Indicates the volume of calls in the queue and determines whether to let the call in the queue or reroute it.

n Current call has been waiting in this queue for more than --- (seconds).
This new option checks to see if the time the current call has spent in its queue exceeds a configurable
threshold. Each incoming call gets its own copy of an IVR script to receive treatments. The call being treated
is referred to as the Current call.

n The longest wait time for any call in this queue is greater than --- (seconds).
Hints the expected wait time in the queue given the number of calls waiting ahead of this call.

n The instantaneous expected-wait-time calculation exceeds --- (seconds).
Enter a time duration in seconds.

6. ClickOK to close the object

7. ClickSave.

Forward to Queue

The Forward to queue object forwards a phone interaction to a specific phone queue. With the new improvements, just
like test queue condition, you can track howmuch help is available before forwarding a call to a queue. We can now
check if the agents are available, busy, offline, on break, or logged out. This enhancement applies to both Test Queue
and Forward to Queue objects.

To test the agent’s availability before forwarding to a queue:

1. Log in to 8x8 Configuration Manager.

2. Go to Scripts and click to add a new Script.
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3. In theMain IVR, click add to insert an object.

4. Select Forward to Queue and enter anObject tag.

5. ForQueue Conditions, select one or more options below. We now provide more granularity for agents status,
not just available or logged in. The following options are presented when you enable There are NO agents:

n Available

n Available or busy: (new option)

n Available, busy, or working offline: (new option)

n Available, busy, working offline, or on break: (new option)

n Logged in: (assigned but may not be enabled)

To evaluate the condition of a selected queue and then route the call based on the test results of that
performance, perform one or all of the following tests:

n The number of calls waiting ahead of this call is greater than ----- .
This value must be 0 or greater.

n The longest wait time for any call in this queue is greater than ----- (seconds) .
This value must be 0 or greater.

n The instantaneous expected-wait-time calculation exceeds --- (seconds) .
This value must be 0 or greater.

6. ClickOK to close the object.
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7. ClickSave.
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More Enhancements

We have introduced the following changes and enhancements:
Improved Broadcasting

Agents now receive an improved broadcasting message informing them of a platform switch. In addition to the
notification message, a red alert bar also shows up at the top of the Control Panel alerting agents and reminding them
to exhaust the interactions waiting in the queue. The agents are required to log out and log back in as during the
platform switch as theymay experience some instability.

To view the platform switch broadcast message:

Log in to 8x8 Agent Console. During a platform switch, a message pops up from the Operations team notifying agents
of the platform switch. Agentsmust log out and log back into the tenant.

Enhanced Edit and View inside Scripts

The new enhancement adds double-click capability inside a script. This enhancement provides a quick way to view the
object's details without opening it in the edit mode.
To edit the object, click edit inside the View details window, or click the edit link next to the object inside the script. This
enhancement applies to all scripts including phone, email, and chat.
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To edit or view a script:

1. Log in to 8x8 Configuration Manager.

2. Go to Scripts and open the desired script:

n To edit the values, click any object and select edit. An edit window opens up for you to make changes.

n To just view the details, double-click any object. The View details window appears.

Ability to Generate PDF Images for Scripts

You can now generate a PDF image of the script in a printable format and save locally. It gives developers the ability
and flexibility to review and design the script at a later time.

To generate the PDF image of a script:

1. Log in to 8x8 Configuration Manager.

2. Go to Scripts and open a Phone, Chat, Email, or Social script.

3. Click the on the script page to generate a PDF image and save it locally. The PDF printout is generated

containing the script name, date, and time of print. Supervisors and administrators can review and modify the
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script as needed.

Ability to Save Agent Preferences on Server

Agents can now save their preferences on the server and access them from a different computer or browser. Their
favorites and most recent settings will be saved on the server for the next time they log in. Prior to this enhancement,
agents were only able to save their preferences on their profiles and access them at the browser level.

Best Practice: If you do not like to keep your changes for the next time, reset your preferences to
default before you log out.

The following user preferences are saved on the server:

Feature Details

Monitoring window state n Last selected tab (Queue Management, Campaign Management, etc.)

n Last selectedmain filter on each tab (Real time, Last 30Min, etc.)

n The last selected agent if the active tab is Agent Management

n The last selected queue if the active tab is Queue Management

n The last timezone selected

Menu > Report > Historical
Report

The Do not display this message again checkbox

Chat > Pop-up chat Chat pop-up size, sort specifiers, and window position

Menu > Help > FAQ FAQ window size, list of favorite, list of Recents
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Feature Details

Customer's tab > Report >
Search

Favorites and Recents on Search window

Phone > Options > Dial Pad The Long tone checkbox

List of recent 8x8Work con-
tacts

Maximum 20 contacts

Call tab Click to see the list of called numbers from the phone field. The called numbers
appear on the list.

Queues Panel n Last selected tab (All, Favorites or Recents)

n Favorites queues

n Recent queues

n Sort by queue name, longest waiting etc.. (All 3 tabs - All, Favorites and Recents )

Agents Panel n Last selected tab (All, Favorites or Recents)

n Favorites agents

n Recent agents

n Sort by status, agent name, duration etc. (All 3 tabs - All, Favorites & Recents )

One tab or two tabs The last selected tab (Queues or Agents Status) is remembered.

To reset your personalized settings to system default:
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1. Log in to 8x8 Agent Console

2. Go toMy Profile tab.

3. ClickReset Preferences to default.

4. ClickYes to confirm.
This option resets your visible columns, tabs, sounds, date format, notifications, and cases. It also clears favorite
settings and Recents, and causes page to reload. See the Preferences table.

Allow Agents to Change Display Name

This new improvement allows agents to present themselves with a customized display name. The new feature helps
agents save time and effort to introduce themselves to customers every time they start a new chat. The agent's display
name appears in the 8x8 Agent Console's Control Panel, Profile page, chat window, and CRM case created after a chat
session. It can be modified by the 8x8 Contact Center administrator in the 8x8 Configuration Manager, or if permitted,
by the agents in 8x8 Agent Console. The updates in 8x8 Agent Console application immediately appears in 8x8
Configuration Manager and vice versa.
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n To change an agent's display name in 8x8 Configuration Manager

1. Log in to 8x8 Configuration Manager.

2. Go toAgents and edit the desired agent.

3. In theGeneral tab, enter aDisplay Name.

4. ClickSave.
The new display name appears in the 8x8 Agent Console as <first name (display name)> and on the chat
window. If this option is enabled by the administrator, agents can create or modify their display names from
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8x8 Agent Console.

n To change an agent's display name in 8x8 Agent Console:

1. Log in to 8x8 Agent Console.

2. Open Profile from the main menu.

3. Enter or modify theDisplay Name.

4. ClickSave.
You can disable agents capability to create or modify their display names at both group or tenant level. The
changes at the tenant level overrides the group level.

n To prevent agents from changing their display name at the tenant level:
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1. Log in to 8x8 Configuration Manager.

2. Go toHome > Profile.

3. Clear theAllow Agents to Change the Display Name checkbox.
The Display Name option becomes disabled in 8x8 Agent Console. In the absence of agent's display name,
you can set the tenant's default to show either the generic name "Agent", or the agent's first name.

4. ClickDefault Agent Display Name. In the absence of agent's display name, you can set the tenant's default
to show eitherAgent or the agent's First Name.

n To prevent agents from changing their display name at the group level:
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1. Log in to 8x8 Configuration Manager.

2. Go toAgent Group and select the desired group from the list.

3. In the General tab, clear theAllow Agents to Change the Display Name checkbox.

4. ClickSave.

Added Co-browsing Events to the Streaming API

We have now added Co-browsing events to the Streaming API (SAPI). With the new enhancement, developers can
accessmore information regarding an agent's Co-browsing session in SAPI, such as agent ID, the URL used for Co-
browsing, browser type, and the customer's screen resolution. This feature is enabled by default and is available to
developers who are subscribed to SAPI. The information can help managers find out answers, such as whether an
agent has offered help to customers via Co-browsing, and whether the Co-browsing session helped reduce the time to
resolve customer’s issue.

Each Co-browsing session generates an event at the end of the session which is added to SAPI. When an agent starts
a Co-browsing session during a chat interaction, a chat interaction ID is added to the Co-browsing event and the chat
log. The Co-browsing session is then matched with the chat log. If a Co-browsing session is initiated during a call,
however, a Co-browsing event is generated and added to SAPI, but without an interaction ID. In the absence of an
interaction ID, the call cannot be matched to the Co-browsing session.

The Co-browsing event adds the following details:

n Agent ID/GUID

n Co-browsing start time

n Co-browsing stop time

n Transaction ID(s) for the agent who starts the co-browsing session, the related channel, and queue ID
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n The URL from where the Co-browsing session was initiated

n Any other metadata about the Co-browsing

Refer to our documents to see how you can initiate a Co-browsing session from 8x8 ConfigurationManager and 8x8
Agent Console.
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Bug fixes 9.5

We have fixed the following bugs in this release:

Bug Summary

VCC-23987 In 8x8 Agent Console, the mandatory transaction code (TCL) fails to appear when you perform one
of the following:

n A blind or warm transfer to an external number.

n A blind transfer to an agent.

n An outbound queue call with TCL enabled while in the post-processing state.

VCC-23824 In 8x8 Agent Console, calls remain in a forwarded state after an agent transfers the calls to the
queues.

VCC-23793 In 8x8 Agent Console, the supervisor's audio can be heard by all callers during monitoring, and in
the call recording.

VCC-23170 Stats API takes a long time to finish with intermittent timeouts.

VCC-23079 When Agent A, who is on an active inbound call on line 1, makes a Direct Agent Routing (DAR) call
to Agent B, Agent B's voicemail fails to play the invitation.

VCC-22908 HTTP triggers fail for some tenants.

VCC-22685 Legacy index file fails to be generated when no calls are recorded for the day.

VCC-1681 In 8x8 Agent Console, Local CRM cases fail to show the date and time of the last activity.

VCC-1539 Amessage broadcast from 8x8 Configuration Manager to a specific group fails for tenants that
have capital letters in their names.

VCC-1377 For tenants with a large number of chat transactions, the chat history fails to show all chats within
a specific time.

VCC-1182 In 8x8 Agent Console, the email wait time on multiple queues fails to sort correctly.

VCC-1048 Historical stats API shows delay in some of its responses.
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